steinmehrhund
(a bagatelle in 17 variations)

for the Beethoven Festival 2013 Bagatelle Project

polansky
not loud.

song

chaconne

9:6

Pno.
faster, louder

 plainly, at tempo, not to loud, not too soft

faster, insistent

(stress accents)
Like a toy piano (or played on a toy piano)

get faster little by little to 6

still quiet, slower tempo

(2x or more) (a few times)

strong

loud again, and at original tempo (at least)
(or both hands rhythmically free in measure)

very, very quietly

faster, louder
3 gentle, quiet, slow

softly, out of time

RH very light, free, almost not there
gentle, quiet, slow

2 strong, quickly, most notes short

stronger, or down an octave

3 cresc.

cresc. softer,
or down an octave

11:6

5:3

11:6

8va—

8va—

8va—
1 Quiet, at tempo

Pedal throughout

136

Slow, not loud, simply

loc.

139
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